
Feature: 

1.Quality:Bush Hammer Roller With 45 Tip, International Standard Quality.

2.The rollers can be changed conveniently,greatly reduced the production costs.

3.To process bush hammered litchi surface on granite,concrete ,marble and other stone
surface.

4.Special logo, segment size and shapes, installation are available by customer's request.

Product Description： 

45 Tip Diamond Bush Hammer Roller For Suppliers is used for grinding the stone
surface, to get bush hammer effect, also called litchi surface. It plays the role of anti-skid and
also can play the role of decoration;

1.Uses easily, high efficiency, 5 times manual processing.

2.Freely Adjust Work for Coarse texturize and fine texturize.

3.Bush hammer roller with 45 tip,fficient and durable with high precision welding. technique
and high quality alloy casting.

Product Specification: 

The followings are the normal specifications of our China Diamond Bush Hammer Roller
For Granite:

Segment No. Roller Size Effect Material 

45 Teeth 44mmxL39mm Rough Litchi Finish 
Granite,

Sandstone,
Marble,Concrete 

The above specifications are for reference, other specifications can be ordered by customers.

Click Here To Contact Us For More Product Details

Product show 

https://www.diamondtools.top/products/45-Teeth-Bush-Hammer-Roller.html
https://www.diamondtools.top/products/45-Teeth-Bush-Hammer-Roller.html
https://www.diamondtools.top/contact-us.html


Application: 

Alloy Carbide Bush Hammer Roller for granite,sandstone,limestone,marble,quartz,concrete
floor,asphalt pavement.

Bush Hammer Roller With 45 Tip Suppliers for bush hammer block,bush hammer plate,
various brands of grinding plates

Bush Hammer roller for hand held grinding machine,floor grinding machine,etc.manual
grinding machines or auto/semi-auto bush hammered machines.

Kindly Noted, When Place Order Please Inform The Following:

1.Stone Effect（Sandblasted Surface/Litchi Surface）

2.Use Object (Marble, Granite Or Other Stone, Concrete And Other Stone)

3.Segment No.(30s, 45s, 60s, 72, 99s, Star, Steel Dense Tooth, Vacuum Brazing)

4.Diameter of the Bush hammer
plate(125mm, 150mm, 200mm, 250mm, 300mm, 350mm, etc.)

5.Base Style(U
Shape, Frankfurt, Fickert, Lavina, Husqvarna, HTC, Klindex, Werkmaster, Diamatic, Etc.)

https://www.diamondtools.top/products/Lavina-Alloy-Carbide-Bush-Hammer-Rollers.html
https://www.diamondtools.top/products/Lavina-Alloy-Carbide-Bush-Hammer-Rollers.html
https://www.diamondtools.top/products/Lavina-Alloy-Carbide-Bush-Hammer-Rollers.html


6.Machines (Hand Held Grinders, Automatic Bush Hammering Machine, Automatic Grinding
Machine, Angle Grinder, And Floor Grinders)



FAQ

1. How to guarantee the quality of the product?

The company’s products have standards, safety guarantees to control product quality,
responsible for product quality for our customers, Established for more than ten years, as a
professional and experienced diamond manufacturer, Boreway insists on providing our
customers with the highest quality diamond tools .

2. How to transport the product?

We will take good protection measures for the products, protect the integrity and safety of
the products, and provide other methods of transportation such as sea, land, and air to serve
you, so that the products can reach the customer's door perfectly and safely.

3. What are our advantages?

Our teams is professional and the members have good study of the diamond tools. We offer
quick response. Each messege or email will be replied within 24 hours.In the past few
decades, Boreway diamond tools has made many orders of the OEM/ODM successfully . Some
of the OEM/ODM services are free of charge！

Logistics:

Sample order ship by DHL, UPS, FedEx, TNT, EMS etc
For mass order delivery, can be optional with terms of Exwork, FOB, CNF, CIF by air or by sea



based on the buyer’s forwarder or ours

Contact Us: 

 No.605 Huahui Center, Shuitou Town 362342 Quanzhou, Fujian, China

TEL: (+86)595-86990206 /  Fax: (+86)595-86990220

Mobile/WhatsApp/Wechat: (+ 86) 18650679939 

E-mail: boreway@boreway.com

Lyon Chang


